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To introduce "sig figs" I select a football player, record his
weight on the blackhoard, then add the estimated weights of
all the foods he ate for lunch that day-including 0.001 lh of
salt. Students readily see that the weight of the salt (and
ketchun)
. . are insienificant in determinine the student's
weight after lunch considering that his weight was uncertain
initiallv. Next. we consider the uncertaintv of their laborator y measurements and use max-min calculations to explain
the basis of sia fia rules for mathematical o~erations.However, many ofmystudents fail to see which figures of a given
numher are simificant so that they can follow these rules. If
you have such students, you may find the following idea
useful.
Draw a map of the United States on the blackhoard and
ask students to identify the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
Label the Atlantic (for decimal point Absent) and the Pacific (for decimal point Present) Oceans (see figure).
Next. write inside the mao's ~erimetera numher such as
0.001 300, and ask students identify its significant figures.
Since the decimal ooint is Present, hrina an arrow out of the
Pacific through ail zeroes until you encounter a nonzero
digit, in this case the "1." Underline it and all remaining
digits to the right, including the trailing zeroes. Thus the
placeholder zeroes are crossed out; the "l", the "3", and the
two trailing zeroes are underlined, resulting in the identification of four sig figs.

For the nnmher 4 356 072 000, decimal point Absent, bring
an arrow out out of the Atlantic through all zeroes until you
encounter the first nonzero digit, the "2". Underline it and
all subsequent digits to its left, resulting in the student
identification of seven sig figs.

One warning about this method. Be certain your students,
especially those with poor math skills, understand that
crossing out the zeroes does not change the value, or magnitude, of the numher. One year several of my students
thought that 0.000 405 equalled 4.05 X lo-' because those
first zeroes were insignificant!One other warning. Using this
method yields one sig fig for 100 (decimal point absent) and
three sig figs for 100. (decimal point present) Therefore, for
teachers who consider 100 to have three sig figs, this method
is not suitable.
Manv teachers have tried the Atlantic-Pacific method
and seem to find it far more efficient than teaching identification of sie fies hv the rules. For mv teachina situation, this
"picture i i tge &id" allows my -primmil; right-brained
students to acquire left-brained skills.

Mnemonic map for "which laroes are significant?"
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I help students appreciate the size of a million by letting
the comouter count and ~ r i ninteaers.
t
Using the following
short program, I input 10;100, and i,000 for the value of N S
that mv students can eet a sense of the time that the computer takes to do these &ks.
10INPUT"TO WHAT NCTMBER DO YOU WISH TO COUNT?": N
20FORX=ltoN
30 PRINT X " ":
40 NEXT X
50 PRINT CHR$(l)
60 END

Line 50 of the program merely signals the end of the program
with the ring of a hell.
I then run the program so that a million numbers are to he
counted. We watch the oroeram run for a short while to
make sure that all is working and note the time when we
started the run. I then turn down the hriehtness of the screen
and continue with the day'sclass activiries, after instructing
the students to listen for the comwter hell to ring.
At the end of the period, the run has not endedso we stop
the program, using (CTRL)-S or ( C T R L X and note the
time and the numher that has been reached. I ask the students toextrapolateand report the time necessary LO print a
million integers.On the Apple 11, it takesabout 6 h todothis.
Extension of this activity to calculate the time necessary
to mint a billion 16000 h or 250 davs) and then a trillion
(25'0,000days or 68'5 years) helps ma& the point of how large
a mole is. since todav's students can relate to the s ~ e e of
d the
computer.
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